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Visual Literacy II 

1. The filmmaker uses a shot from high above to show the progress Wall-E makes during his work 
day in scene from the film Wall-E.  

medium shot                   pan  
establishing shot      aerial  

2. In this scene from Little Miss Sunshine, the camera moves quickly to show alternating shots 
between characters’ conversation to capture the intensity of the scene. This is called  

parallel action      long take  
wide angle       shot-reverse shot  

3. In this final scene from the film Milk, the filmmaker uses found footage placed into the larger 
context of another film to support the subject matter. This is called  

parallel action      motif  
archival footage      chiaroscuro  

4. In this scene from Persepolis, the main character negotiates for an Iron Maiden tape. To follow 
her negotiation, the filmmaker uses  

low angle      high angle  
shot reverse shot      fade  

5. The initial shot from this scene in Life is Beautiful shows a group of German soldiers marching 
past an Italian cafe, indicating where the scene is taking place. This type of shot is called an  

crane shot      pan  
establishing shot     tilt  

6. This scene from the film Hurricane uses framing in which the camera is placed behind the 
shoulder of one character, at another character.  

over-the-shoulder shot     shot-reverse shot  
low angle      wide angle  

7. This scene from the film Network uses an editing technique in which cuts between two or more 
shots take place simultaneously in separate locations.  

parallel action      long take  
wide angle       shot-reverse shot  

8. In this opening scene from the film Stranger than Fiction the filmmaker uses the voice of an 
unseen off-screen character or narrator that is heard by the audience. This is called a _________.  



motif       voiceover  
parallel action      transition  

9. When Thomas returns to the bus in this scene from the film Smoke Signals the action is filmed at 
a frame rate faster than normal and then slowed down in post-production. This is called  

editing       motif  
slow motion       diegesis  

10. At the end of this scene from Beasts of the Southern Wild, the filmmaker captures Hushpuppy's 
triumph "beasting it" by using a ________________ angle.  

high        wide  
far        low  

11. In this scene from Deadman, the filmmaker jumps backward in the story to show an earlier 
time, interrupting the story’s timeline. This is called  

montage       motif  
shot reverse shot      flashback  

12. In this scene from the Outlaw Josey Wales, the filmmaker captures the sounds of the horses 
boarding the ferry and all of the other sounds of the scene by using  

foley sounds       foreshadowing  
diegetic sound      motif sounds  

13. This scene from the film Modern Times uses sound that does not originate from the world of the 
film, such as narration or musical score. This type of sound is called  

diegetic sound      motif  
slow motion       non-diegetic sound  

14. This opening scene from The Big Lebowski uses an editing technique that favors the expressive 
power of the juxtaposition of shots over narrative continuity or realism, called  

editing       motif  
montage       diegesis  

15. This scene from the film Walk the Line uses framing in which the characters’ faces take up most 
of the frame. This framing helps reveal the emotions of the characters. It's called  

editing       close-up  
medium shot       canted angle  


